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INT. OBSERVATORY - DUSK
In the observatory, Hart leans over the smaller telescope, looking
to the north, just able to see his would be attackers in the fading
light.
Kai walks in carrying a bright orange box, the words EMERGENCY
USE ONLY printed in black across it.
HARTLY
Found something useful is it?
KAI
You tell me Sahn.
Kai snaps open the box to revealKAI (CONT’D)
Ever seen anythin' like it?
Hartly shakes his head, lifting the gun out of its place.
EXT. OBSERVATORY - A FEW MINUTES LATER
The three of us stand around the south face of the facility.
Hartly is handling the big red gun that Kai found inside, getting a
feel for it.
He aims towards a lonely tree.
HARTLY
You may wanna shield your eyes...
KAI
Is it? What makes ya think that.
Hartly shrugsHARLTY
Jus’a feelin...
He fires.
Kai and Hartly step back, arms raised to protect their eyes.
I practically dives for coverKAI
(Excited)
Gwan Big Red!

2.
SOL
(From the ground)
It’s a flare gun. It’s meant to
show your whereabouts, if you need
help.
KAI
Ain't no-one gonna come help round
here. Is it?
Hartly reloads 'Big Red' and helps Sol to her feet. The touch
lingering a beat too long.
He takes a step back and offers her the gun.
Take it.

HARLTY

SOL
What do you want me to do with
that? I’ve never held a gun in my
life.
HARTLY
I need you to fire one now. Get me?
Their stare holds a moment longer, then Sol looks away,
bowing her head she takes 'Big Red'.
Ok.

SOL

HARTLY
Good. Hold her steady. Arms
straight, legs apart.
Aim level so's it wont be visible
to 'em below.
She sighs, widens her stance andI fire.
Hart watches the line of red, Draws and SHOOTS.
The bullet cuts the flare's path and- KA-BOOM - It explodes in an
instant blinding flash.
Beat.
KAI
Found som'in useful, init.
HARTLY
Aye. Ture say.

3.
EXT. THE DESERT/ EDGE OF THE BOULDER FIELD - SAME
Back at the edge of the boulder feild, all stand ready for the
attack as the sun kisses the horizon.
Ash leans patiently against Hartly's Two' rolling a bullet across
his knuckles.
CRACK-BOOM.
The sound of a distant gunshot, closely followed by an
explosion echoes across the plain.
ASH
What you up to Hart...
ACROSS AT THE FRONT OF THE CAMP;
King sits mounted with his men, looking to the south.
KINGSMAN
(Unsettled by the distant
noise)
I don't like it... Why we leadin'
the charge?
KING
Blade gone limp 'as it?... We lead,
coz this is our manner. An' coz I
wanna be the one t’gut tha cunt
that took my fucking arm.
(Looking from his missing
arm, across to Thermenta)
Thermenta'd be lord of all, but
they ain't got the numbers. Way I
see it they need us to the south.
An' we'll need guns to 'tect their
kingdom. After we prove here,
they'll give em. And then...
(He rubs the bruise on his
chin)
... they'll see what then bruv.
(Out to his men)
Come on'en you slags. Let'em see
what the sand 'as carved a'ya...
RIDE OUT!
A RUMBLE builds as the horses, followed by the vehicles ride
into the darkening desert beyond.

4.
EXT. THE DESERT - THE FOOT OF THE HILLS - NIGHT
Night has come and almost past. The eastern sky is just beginning
light but the cloudless night is lit bright by a low, full moon.
A cloud of dust rises in the mid distance.
Hartly and Kai lean, at apparent ease, on the hood of the Mercedes.
Waiting.
HARTLY
It'll work.
Kai nods.
KAI
'sa good plan, true say fam.
Hart smiles...
HARTLY
You know, our father, he always
used to say that the best laid
plans will last until the first
shot is fired, it all changes once
it's begun...
There's a moment of silence as they both absorb the weight of
what Hart just said ... Kai chuckles.
-FINALLY FIGURED IT OUT EH?
KAI
Our father... Aye, so he did.
HARTLY
I'll do right by her... An' you,
till my last. As oath I swear.
I know it.

KAI

The pair stand together a few seconds more. The distant
thunder of hoofs sounds on the horizon.
KAI (CONT’D)
The chargin’ horde a’come.
HARTLY
Gwan'nen. Get up the hill... You
watch ya'self. Get me?

5.
KAI
Stand true Sahn.
THE HORSES appear, spread wide across the horizonAt a call from King they begin to "dance" around the hard pan, crisscrossing each otherKicking up a massive cloud of dust.
Hartly watches from beside the car.
HARTLY
All the kings horses and all the
kings men.
He takes aim and firesKA BLAM- BLAM- BLAMThree of King's men hit the dust. IT’S BEGUN!
NOW HOLD!!

KING

The horses, all as one, STOPDisappearing into shadow as the fast moving dust cloud over-takes
them.
Hartly sneers
HARLTY
Clever bastards...
KA-BLAM - one more shot into the murk.
A HORSES FORELEG EXPLODES, throwing its rider and crushing him
as it rears and falls screaming to the ground.
THEN, like ghosts in the haze, the horses peel off to the sides.
Shit...

HARLTY (CONT’D)

Hartly drops behind the Mercedes' engine block, asCLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK
Massive bullets tear through the lingering night. Tracers burning
white streaks of lightning in the dark airRipping the car apart.

6.
CLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK
The truck mounted XM214 glows, red hot.
Spent shell cases pile in the flat bed.
CLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK
The dust cloud continues to drift forwards, eventually obscuring
the scant remains of the car.
CLACK CLACK CLACK - silence.
1 MINUTE IN.
THE DUST BEGINS TO CLEAR, ALLOWING THERMENTA TO GLIMPSE
WHAT HAS BECOME OF HIS OPEN TOP MERC.
HIS FACE THE VERY PICTURE OF RAGE.
THERMENTA
SOME'UN GO AN' CHECK IT OUT!
King, strolls across.
He hesitates only slightly before ducking behind.
KING
Fucker ent here, must've pissed his
frilly panties and legged it up.
(Beat)
WELL GET AFTER HIM YOU FECKLESS
CUNTS!
THE KINGS MEN do as ordered and gallop up the hill.
Thermenta looks to his men.
BRIGSTOCK
The motors?
THERMENTA
Leave em, they won’t make the
climb. We follow on foot.
Drawing guns they follow on.
INT. OBSERVATORY - SAME
5 MINUTES IN
I hear the distant gun fire from my assigned place in a quiet side
room off the main observatory dome and shiver.

7.
I grip the USB necklace in one hand and the ‘Big Red’ flare gun in
the other.
I take a deep breath and steals a glance out of the window as the
first of King’s men appear up the path.
Ext. HILL top - moments later
King's men top the rise and dis-mount.
Staring slack-jawed at the monolithic observatory.
Thementa's men are equally impressed.
THERMENTA
You sons’a’bitches, GAWK LATER,
THERES KILLIN' TO BE DONE.
The Drovers hesitate, looking to King for instruction.
THERMENTA (CONT’D)
I said move!
Thermenta fires a shot into the ground behind them as
encouragement and they start to move.
KING
(unhappy taking orders)
Like the man says boys
THERMENTA
(looking up- off his men)
He'd be in the domed part, high
ground. Watch for powder flash.
Soon as he gives hiself away... End
him. GET ME?
The Sahn's move forward behind the shield of drovers.
THERMENTA (CONT’D)
(calling)
Ashen.
(his son comes, he goes on
quieter)
Watch a'self Sahn but get in'nere.
Lead 'em... Show me you can.
Aye, Blud.
He starts forward.

ASH

8.
THERMENTA
(Calling after him)
Get your fuckin' gun back!
Ash picks up his walk into a jogASH
(Off the men)
Come on...
BRAP BRAP
Shots from above.
Up front a Drover falls.
ASH (CONT’D)
HE’S IN THE DOME. BREAK. BREAK!
DON'T LET HIM GROUP US!
Thermenta lifts his gun, sighting the window the shots came from.
He smiles coldly,
THERMENTA
There you are Hartly, predictable
as your old man...
But before he can let off a roundHARTLY
(Quiet, menacing)
Blood for BLUDTHERMENTA
WA... WAIT!
KA-BLAM
Hartlys bullet shatters Thermenta's skull.
Taking his face as it exits.
Ash looks back at the sound and sees his father drop limp to the
ground.

NOOO

ASH
(Screaming as if in
physical pain)

7 MINUTES IN. LEADER DOWN.

9.
BUT WE AIN’T NEAR DONE YET... THAT WAS MY CUE, I JUMP UP FROM
MY WINDOW AND AIM THE FLARE GUN INTO THE GROUPWHOOSH
KING
(Looking up)
WHAT THEThe red comet flashes from my muzzle Hartly raises his gun...
Fires.
BOOOOOM
THE FLARE EXPLODES in the middle of the group like a grenade.
7:03 in. 3 more down.
Eyeballs seared.
Faces melted by red fire.
CHAOSKA-BLAM, BLAM, CLICK
Hartly lets off his last two shots as the remaining men scatter
away towards the observatory.
7:07 IN. 11 MEN DOWN.
ASH stands motionless, staring at his fallen father.
Sensing motionHe raises his gun towards the retreating back of Hartly.
KA-BLAM.
Blood sprays as Hartly takes one in the shoulder. He spins to the
ground behind a rock.
ASH
SAHNS TO ME!
MARNO, HUGHES AND BRIGSTOCK RUN OVER.
ASH (CONT’D)
You two, wi'me. I winged 'im. Lets
finish the job.
(Off Brigstock)
(MORE)

10.
ASH (CONT’D)
Brigstock, you take the rest into
that fucking building. And take
whoever else he's got.
Brigstock runs to itBRIGSTOCK
COME ON. YOU, YOU, THIS WAY.
ASH
GET THE FUCKING CHARGE!
Ash and his men take off on the hunt.
8 minutes in.
EXT - THE OBSERVATORY - SAME
Seven men crunch towards the open door way.
BRIGSTOCK
(quiet)
One. Two. three
Brigstock signals to the others in his group, including King.
They file quickly through the dark entrance.
INT. OBSERVATORY - COMPUTER LAB - CONTINUOUS
The dimly lit floor illuminates the attackers feet and lower legs
as they run in, finding cover behind chairs and desks.
WHOOOSH-CRACKThe last man through the door GRUNTS and collapses as a flung
pebble strikes his skull.
The neon lights begin to flicker on.
Bright flashes that dazzle the bewildered men.
BRAP- BRAP- CLICK.
Splinters fly asKai empties the .22's clip.
KA-BLAM-BLAM-BLAM-BLAMEveryone is still-

11.
BRIGSTOCK
Come out an' we mi' letcha live.
Watching...
BRIGSTOCK (CONT’D)
We got ya out gunned
Waiting...
BRIGSTOCK (CONT’D)
an' surrounded.
Exposed...
KAI
(To himself)
Is it now?
Kai steps outWHURRR- WHURRR- SNAPKai dives for cover as Brigstock fires.
His hide, a toppled desk, explodes. Shrapnel lodging in his abdomen.
KAI (CONT’D)
Mother fucker...
Kai, doesn't slowTaking up the gun of the man he just killedKA-BLAM
Brigstock takes it full in the chest.
Two more fall but the gun is dry.
Kai rolls, grabbing up a fallen Drover's blade.
KING
Y'ain't nothin' but a sand flea.
Always hiding in the dunes,
should'a done ya years ago.
KAI
Is it? Well Heres. Your. Chance.
Sparks fly as they fight on.
King and his one remaining Drover attack in tandem.

12.
Steel clangs.
Kai, injured though he is, deflects the attacks with surprising
skill.
Ducking, thrusting, parryingSparks fly as they fight on.
EXT. FOOT HILLS - SAME
Down at the foot of the hillAsh and his two men follow Hartly's trail of blood down a wide
sweeping road round the side of the hill.
ASH
(Speaking low)
Yous two follow on, I'll push round
his bad side.
-Ok-

MEN
-yeah-

They nod as Ash dashes into the brush.
Rounding a corner the two Sahns find themselves back at the base
of the hill.
In-front of them sit their abandoned vehicles.
They realize their mistake a second to late...
WHHRRR- the sound for the XM214 spooling up, thenCLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK CLACK
Both men are reduced to pulp.
12 MINUTES IN.
Oh hart...

ASH

KA-BLAM
Hot lead obliterates the side of the massive gun, now just another
piece of scrap metal in this wasted world.
Totally un-armed, Hartly looks up the hill to meet his friend's
eyes.
To see his death. BUT-

13.
CLICK- ash laughs. His gun dry.
Ash makes his way down to where Hartly stands.
ASH (CONT’D)
No blood on yer back Childe Hartly.
Slugs lodged good, you get me?
Reckon that evens it up blud? Or
yous gonna have t'let me win again.
Nothing...
ASH (CONT’D)
Eh? Gone quiet now is it?
(Beat)
What you done Hart? You broke us,
your men bruv, your Blud, tried an'
true.
HARTLY
Never tried tuff tho, get me?
(Beat)
Cracked palms was finished when
Ol'Blud got done... Nah, true say,
we was done long a'fore then.
Wouldn't a'happened otherwise...
But it di'en 'ave to end like this.
ASH
Aye bruv. I would'a parlayed.
(Beat)
Till you put a bullet through my
Da'.
HARTLY
Reckon 'at makes us even Fam. Two
fatherless Sahns of old. Blood for
blood. Don't get more even 'an 'at.
ASH
(Sadly)
But it can't end like that now, get
me?
HARTLY
Aye. Ashen Thermenta. Blud of old.
'Tecter o'the charge. I know it.
(Beat)
With love, I know.
Ash nods...
And charges-

14.
Hartly sets his toes to the dust, ready.
Int. stairwell - same
15 minutes in from the first shotI descend the narrow staircase from the domed roof space I hear
the sound of metal on metal.
Reaching the bottom I peer through the doorway to see INT. OBSERVATORY - COMPUTER LAB - CONTINUOUS
Kai is being worn down by King and his man.
CLANGS AND SPARKS AS THEY FIGHT ONThey have been fighting for a solid 4 minutes and he feels like
every sinew of his body is on fire.
King hacks to Kai's neckHe ducks.
Sweeps King's feet out.
Slashes the other's leg, dropping him to a knee.
King rolls clear and springs back to his feet.
Kai now has one in-front and one behind.
KING
Lookin' worn there Buddy.
(Breathing hard himself)
Hows 'bout me an my blade gis ya a
nice long rest.
Kai glances behind as the Drover approaches.
-CAN'T 'FEND 'GAINST BOTH, FUCK IT...
KAI
(Off King)
Hows 'bout you join me.
Kai strikes forward like a cobra.
Plunging his blade through King's shoulder.
Pinning him to the floor like an insect.

15.
King SCREAMS.
Kai doesn't move, awaiting cold steel from behind...
But it doesn't come... He turns to seeThe kings man frozen, twitching, face contorted in pain. He drops to
one knee, revealing... me, wide eyed, standing behind.
SOL BREATHS HARD, BLOOD ON HER HANDS SHAKEN
Kai sees the shank lodged in the back off the mans skull.
KAI (CONT’D)
Woah, hey... You saved me.
Kai takes me in his arms. I hold him tight for a few seconds until SOL
(Pulling away)
Where’s Hartly?
Kai's eyes flick to the door.
I follow his gaze and run out KAI
Sol. wait...
16:44 IN.
There’s only ONE left. But he’s not in this roomEXT. THE FOOT OF THE HILLS - SAME
ASH AND HARTLY fight hard, against the brightening sky. Both know
that only one will walk away from this exchange.
Now, FISTS,
ELBOWS.
Now KICKS.
Maybe Ash wants it more. Maybe Hart's injuries slow him but the
exchange ends with the pair grappling on the floor.
In a match of strength, Hartly WILL lose.
Ash gets a leg locked across Hart's throat.
Bending back, he presses hard on the man's wounded shoulder.

16.
Hartly screams out in pain as I round the cornerSOL
(Rounding the corner)
STOP. YOU'RE KILLING HIM.
She skids to a halt as Kai pulls her in.
KAI
WAIT SOL, No.'S'gotta be
his.'S'gotta be his.
Seeing us, Ash smiles, changing his grip to put more pressure on
Hartly's bleeding shoulder... torturing his old friend.
Through his pain Hartly spots me, his Charge, his duty...
HARTLY
...until our knuckles bleed and our
palms are cracked.
From somewhere he finds a last reserve of strength and pulls free
of the hold.
Ash surges forward...
Punch.
Block.
Head-buttBlood sprays from Ash's smashed lip.
He staggers back.
It's over... Ashen just doesn't know it yet.
He tries a final tired swing.
Hartly slips to the side.
Wraps both hands around Ash's neck and leaps upSlamming a knee to the big man's temple.
Ash drops. Unconscious.
18 minutes and 44 seconds.
20 men down.
IT’S DONE.

17.
A GOOD BATTLE, YOU GET ME?
HARTLY IS ON HIS KNEES BREATHING HARD, DRAMATICALLY BACK-LIT
BY THE HUGE SUN AS IT CRESTS THE SANDY HORIZON.
BLOOD OOZES FROM NUMEROUS CUTS.
HIS BULLET WOUND IS A RED MESS.
KAI LIMPS TOWARDS ASH, BLADE IN HAND TO FINISH THE JOB...
WAIT!

HARTLY (CONT’D)

Kai hesitates, sword raised.
HARTLY (CONT’D)
He's done. None left to lead, none
to follow.
KAI
If we leave 'im, be sure, he'll
come at'us again.
HARTLY
Aye, so he might. But I can't. I'll
deal with him as I must but I got
no more heart for killin' today.
You get me?
Kai nods.
KAI
I get ya bruv.
Hartly step forwards, almost collapsing into my arms. He holds me
tight.
SOL
I couldn’t loose you too.
Like his life depends on it.
SOL (CONT’D)
I need you Sahn, get me?
HARLTY
It’s OK now. It’s done.
KAI
Easy you two. Save it f’later.
Reckon you need patchin’. Else
you'll full bleed out an' drop.
(MORE)

18.
KAI (CONT'D)
(He looks despairingly up
the hill)
I ain’t carryin’ you back up there.
SOL
Come on, I think there were medical
supplies in with the flare gun.
HARLTY
(Off Kai's wounds)
Reckon you need some patchin’
en’all.
(Off the Hilux)
Lets take one of these motors up
and get them rags.
We help each other into the old HiluxAnd drive up round the side of the hill, past the pulped remains of
the Sahns who followed Hart down.
AS THEY DRIVE AWAY A BRUSH AT THE BASE OF THE HILL STARTS TO
MOVE.
A BLEEDING, HALF DEAD 'KING' EMERGES.
KING
(Muttering to himself
about getting the hell
outta there and taking
one of the cars)
He opens a car door and gets in.
Pulling a couple of stolen guns from his belt and placing
them reverently on the seat beside himKING (CONT’D)
Got me a couple of shooters, yes I
‘ave, got somethin, outta this shit
storm. Ill be back, these I’ll get
me more men, yes they fuckin
will... now how the fuck do I make
this heap’a scrap go...
He tries to work out how to make the "motor'd cart" go.
BANG- King jumps almost out of his skin as Ash half collapses
on the stationary hood of the car. Using it as support, he
makes his way towards King's open window.

19.
KING (CONT’D)
Oh no you fuckin don’t, this is
mine now, I’m tha king and this is
my fuckin castle!
King scrambles for a gun, clumsily pointing it out.
ASH
(Still slurring)
No need for that now, move over.
KING
Hows 'bout I just shot you Blud.
He pulls the triggerClick. Ash casually reaches over, grabs the gun and twists it
out of King's hand.
ASH
One, saftey's on you dozy cunt.
Two, do you even know how to make
the wheels turn on a motor?
King raises his hand, open palmed.
KING
OK, easy now Sahn. I got men, day
o'sos ride from 'ere. Get us fixed
up good init. Then come back 50
strong an'...
ASH
(Interrupting)
Shut the fuck up and MOVE OVER.
King does as asked. Ash climbs in and starts the motor.
ASH (CONT’D)
Now, tell me 'bout these men...
THE CAR wheel spins, kicking up dirt as it drives off to the
west.
EXT. OBSERVATORY - AFTERNOON
Kai sits in the cab of the Hilux, the defunct Big Gun has been
dumped aside to make space for the supplies we've gathered and
loaded onto the flat bed.
Hart leans on the open window.

20.
HARTLY
You sure you'll be 'right drivin'.
KAI
(Off the pedals)
Bruv, this one makes me go, this
one makes me stop. What else I
gotta know?
SOL
(Unconvinced)
I think I’ll ride with Hart, might
be safer on the two’.
KAI
Sure, safer...
(Eying Hartly’s shoulder)
Hart, yo’ shoulders messed pretty
bad, you sure you good t'ride youself?
Hart takes a step back and mounts his beloved bike.
HARTLY
I reckon I'll be sweet bruv.
(Off Sol)
Which way we headin?
KAI
(Offering)
Big road, jus' south a'here.
SOL
Sounds like a plan.
Hartly kicks the bike to life.
KAI
Best laid plans will last until the
first shot is fired, it all
changes...
HARTLY
...Once it's begun.
With that Hartly pulls the throttle, snaking away. The Hilux
follows off into the afternoon desert sun.
THE END..?

